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As one of Newfoundland’s more progressive accounting firms, Noseworthy Chapman
was looking for a new technology-enhanced
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operating model to help it service business and
government clients within one of the nation’s
more volatile economic landscapes. “We expect
the BAIWay™ process to allow us to be far more
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responsive and more nimble as we face what are
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The firm is presently moving through its first year
of BAIWay Knowledge Transfer and GoLive
Instruction – ClientDocs™; and the learning curve
is steadily dropping, says Winters. “We did the
initial BAI [ClientDocs™] implementation, then a
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With its training almost complete, Noseworthy Chapman is ready to move on to an
entirely paperless working world, populating its Archive of client files entirely in the
digital realm: “As to our [paper] storage, the good news is that we’re not putting
anything more in there. We knew we had to start getting a handle on all this paper,”
Winters laughs. “Everything that’s gone to storage has been scanned, and now we’re
actively scanning the live-room. So that room is starting to get purged and we’re
getting to where we’ll no longer have a paper reference to go to.”
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Noseworthy Chapman’s ultimate goal of a
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paperless office that is fully operable, its work-
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product efficiently stored and accessible with
almost complete. “We’re building the filing
structure and protocols that we’re going to be
retaining and referring to in the future,”
Winters explains. “I’d quite happily recommend
BAI to anyone thinking about going paperless
and making a good stab at operating in the
modern world.”
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